The Portuguese Society of Environmental Health Celebrates the World Environmental Health Day 2013, throughout different actions:

- Beginning of an awareness campaign about children's environmental health. This campaign has two Portuguese ambassadors, a known actress and a national swimming champion and it consists in broadcasting the event on national television and radio spots. We intend to extend this campaign to other environmental health issues at least for one year.
Click here to watch the movies

**Backpack; BPA; Heavy Metals; IAQ; VOCs; ETS**

- Release of the original collection of ten sugar packets **Delta** brand with PSEH logo and sentences with advices about environmental health.

- The PSHE asked to all the parliamentary groups to proclaim the World Environmental Health Day in Portugal. We received some favourable answers, so we are hoping that it can happen soon.

- In this week (sept 22-27) PSHE will be represented on the celebration of the 10 years of the **Health and Environmental Alliance**, with an event on the European Parliament. The Annual General Meeting of HEAL will officially ratify the accession of the PSEH to this organization.